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1544 B.F.L. Ward, S. Jadah1. IntrodutionThe problem of soft gluon resummation is well known [1,2℄ and some ofits many phenomenologial appliations are also:� FNAL t�t prodution ross setion higher order orretions ( the urrentsituation [3, 4℄ has the experimental ross setion 6:2+1:2�1:1 to be om-pared with a theoretial predition [5℄ of 5:1� 0:5) and the attendantsoft gluon unertainty in the extrated value of mt = 0:1743 � 0:0051TeV, where [6℄ �2�3 GeV of the latter error ould be due to soft gluonunertainties.� RHIC hard sattering polarized pp sattering proesses.� n(G) prodution in the hard nuleon�nuleon sattering proesses whihpartiipate in the nuleus�nuleus ollisions at RHIC, where G denotesa soft QCD gluon.� b�b and J=	 prodution by hard proesses at FNAL.� heavy vetor boson prodution at FNAL and RHIC, et.For the LHC/TESLA/LC, the requirements on the orresponding theoretialpreisions will be even more demanding and the QCD soft n(G) MC expo-nentiation whih we disuss in the following will be an important part of theneessary theory � YFS [7℄ exponentiated O(�2s)L orretions realized onan event-by-event basis.The results whih we present also will ultimately allow us to investigatefrom a di�erent perspetive some of the outstanding theoretial issues inperturbative QCD:� Treatment of the 2i(f) + n(G) phase spae, where we have in mindour usual exat treatment of this phase spae to be ompared with thesomewhat di�erent approah of Catani and Seymour [8℄, for example� here, f denotes a generi fermion.� Approahes to resummation itself [1, 9�11℄.� No-go theorems, suh as the result of Ref. [12℄ , whih requires that foralulations beyond O(�s), all initial state parton masses must vanish.Clearly, the results whih we present herein have indeed a large arenafor further development and appliation. For de�niteness, we will use theproess in Fig. 1, �Q(p1)Q(q1) ! �t(p2)t(p1) + G1(k1) � � �Gn(kn), as proto-typial proess, where we have written the kinematis as it is illustrated inthe �gure. This proess, whih dominates t�t prodution at FNAL, ontains
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Figure 1: The proess �QQ ! �t + t + n(G). The four{momenta are indiated in thestandard manner: q1 is the four{momentum of the inoming Q, q2 is the four{momentumof the outgoing t, et., and Q = u; d; s; ; b; G:
Fig. 1. The proess �QQ ! �t + t + n(G). The four-momenta are indiated in thestandard manner: q1 is the four-momentum of the inoming Q, q2 is the four-momentum of the outgoing t, et., and Q = u; d; s; ; b; G:all of the theoretial issues that we must fae at the parton level to establishYFS QCD soft exponentiation by MC methods � extension to other relatedproesses will be immediate. For referene, let us also note that, in whatfollows, we use the GPS onventions of Jadah et al. [13℄ for spinors and theattendant photon and gluon polarization vetors that follow therefrom:("��(�))� = �u�(k)�u�(�)p2 �u��(k)u�(�) ; ("��(�))� = �u�(k)�u�(�)p2 �u��(k)u�(�) ; (1)so that all phase information is stritly known in our amplitudes. Thismeans that, although we shall use the older EEX realization of YFS MCexponentiation as de�ned in Ref. [14℄, the realization of our results via thenewer CEEX realization of YFS exponentiation in Ref. [14℄ is also possibleand is in progress [15℄.We organize our presentation as follows. In the next setion, we reviewthe appliation of YFS MC methods in the EW�QED ase. In Set. 3, weprove that we an extend this appliation to the QCD theory. In Set. 4we illustrate the QCD extension by applying it to t�t prodution at FNAL.Set. 5 ontains our summary remarks.



1546 B.F.L. Ward, S. Jadah2. Review of YFS theory: an Abelian gauge theory exampleIn this setion, for pedagogial reasons, we review the appliation ofYFS exponentiation to the prototypial Abelian gauge theory example ofe+e� ! �ff +n() so that we set the stage for our proof of the extension ofthis theory to the prototypial non-Abelian gauge theory example of q�q !t�t+ n(G) in QCD in the next setion. Spei�ally, in Refs. [16�18℄ we haveshown that the proess e+(p1)e�(q1)! �f(p2)f(q2)+n()(k1; � � � ; kn), in therenormalization group improved YFS theory [16℄, is represented byd�exp = e2�ReB+2� ~B 1Xn=0 1n! Z nYj=1 d3kjk0j Z d4y(2�)4 eiy(p1+q1�p2�q2�Pj kj)+D���n(k1; : : : ; kn)d3p2d3q2p02q02 ; (2)where the real infrared funtion ~B and the virtual infrared funtion B aregiven in Refs. [7, 17, 19�22℄, and where we note the usual onnetions2�B = k�KmaxZ d3kk0 ~S(k)D = Z d3k ~S(k)k0 �e�iy�k � �(Kmax � k)� (3)for the standard YFS infrared emission fator~S(k) = �4�2 "QfQ( �f) 0 � p1p1 � k � q1q1 � k�2 + (: : :)# (4)if Qf is the eletri harge of f in units of the positron harge. For example,the YFS hard photon residuals ��i in (2), i = 0; 1; 2, are given in Ref. [23℄for BHLUMI 4.04 so that this latter event generator alulates the YFS ex-ponentiated exat O(�) and LL O(�2) ross setion for Bhabha satteringusing a orresponding Monte Carlo realization of (2). In the remainder ofthis paper, we will develop and apply the analogous theoretial paradigmto the prototypial QCD higher order radiative orretions problem forq�q ! t�t+ n(G).3. Extension to non-Abelian gauge theories: proofSpei�ally, in Refs. [24℄, we have analyzed how in the speial ase ofBorn level olor exhange one applies the YFS theory to QCD by extend-ing the respetive YFS IR singularity analysis to QCD to all orders in �s.



YFS MC Approah to QCD Soft Gluon Exponentiation 1547Here, we will take a somewhat di�erent approah. We want to fous on theYFS theory as a general re-arrangement of renormalized perturbation the-ory based on its IR behavior, just as the renormalization group is a generalproperty of renormalized perturbation theory based on its UV (Ultra-Violet)behavior. Thus, here we will keep our arguments entirely general from theoutset, so that it will be immediate that our result applies to any renormal-ized perturbation theory in whih the ross setion under study is �nite.Let the amplitude for the emission of n real gluons in our proto-typialsubproess, q�i + �q��i ! t�t� + n(G), where �; ��; , and � are olor indies,be represented by M(n)���� = X̀M (n)����` ; (5)M (n)` is the ontribution to M(n) from Feynman diagrams with ` virtualloops. Symmetrization yieldsM (n)` = 1̀! Z Ỳj=1 d4kj(2�)4(k2j � �2 + i")�(n)` (k1; � � � ; k`) ; (6)where this last equation de�nes �(n)` as a symmetri funtion of its argumentsk1; : : : ; k`. � will be our infrared gluon regulator mass for IR singularities;n-dimensional regularization of the 't Hooft�Veltman [25℄ type is also pos-sible as we shall see.We now de�ne the virtual IR emission fator SQCD(k) for a gluon of4-momentum k, for the k ! 0 regime of the respetive 4-dimensional loopintegration as in (6), suh thatlimk!0k2 ��(n)����1 (k)� SQCD(k)�(n)����0 � j�6=�� 6= 6=� = 0 ; (7)where we have now introdued the Born level olor exhange ondition as� 6= �� 6=  6= � for de�niteness. (Heneforth, when we refer to k ! 0 gluonswe are always referring for virtual gluons to the orresponding regime of the4-dimensional loop integration in the omputation of M (n)` .)In Ref. [24℄, we have alulated SQCD(k) using the running quark massesto regulate its ollinear mass singularities, for example; n-dimensional reg-ularization of the 't Hooft�Veltman type is also possible for these mass sin-gularities and we will also illustrate this presently.We stress that SQCD(k) has a freedom in it orresponding to the fatthat any funtion �SQCD(k) whih has the property thatlimk!0k2�SQCD(k)�(n)0 = 0may be added to it.



1548 B.F.L. Ward, S. JadahSine the virtual gluons in �(n)` are all on equal footing by the symme-try of this funtion, if we look at gluon `, for example, we may write, fork` ! (0; 0; 0; 0) � O while the remaining ki are �xed away from O, therepresentation�(n)` = SQCD(k`) � �(n)`�1(k1; � � � ; k`�1) + �1̀(k1; � � � ; k`�1; k`) ; (8)where the residual amplitude �1̀(k1; � � � ; k`�1; k`) will now be taken as de-�ned by this last equation. It has two nie properties:� it is symmetri in its �rst `� 1 arguments,� the IR singularities for gluon ` that are ontained in SQCD(k`) are nolonger ontained in it.We do not at this point disuss whether there are any further remainingIR singularities for gluon ` in �1̀(k1; � � � ; k`�1; k`). In an Abelian gaugetheory like QED, as has been shown by Yennie, Frautshi and Suura inRef. [7℄, there would not be any further suh singularities; for a non-Abeliangauge theory like QCD, this point requires further disussion and we willome bak to this point presently.We rather now stress that if we apply the representation (8) again wemay write �(n)` = SQCD(k`)SQCD(k`�1) � �(n)`�2(k1; � � � ; k`�2)+SQCD(k`)�1̀�1(k1; � � � ; k`�2; k`�1)+SQCD(k`�1)�1̀�1(k1; � � � ; k`�2; k`)+�2̀(k1; � � � ; k`�2; k`�1; k`) ; (9)where this last equation serves to de�ne the funtion �2̀(k1; � � � ; k`�2; k`�1; k`).It has two nie properties:� it is symmetri in its �rst `�2 arguments and in its last two argumentsk`�1; k`,� the infrared singularities for gluons ` � 1 and ` that are ontained inSQCD(k`�1) and SQCD(k`) are no longer ontained in it.Continuing in this way, with repeated appliation of (8), we get �nallythe rigorous, exat rearrangement of the ontributions to �(n)` as�(n)` = SQCD(k1) � � � SQCD(k`)�00+X̀i=1Yj 6=i SQCD(kj)�11(ki) + � � �+ � `̀(k1; � � � ; k`) ; (10)



YFS MC Approah to QCD Soft Gluon Exponentiation 1549where the virtual gluon residuals �ii(k01; � � � ; k0i) have two nie properties:� they are symmetri funtions of their arguments,� they do not ontain any of the IR singularities whih are ontained inthe produt SQCD(k01) � � � SQCD(k0i).Heneforth, we denote �ii as the funtion �i for reasons of pedagogy. Wean not stress too muh that (10) is an exat rearrangement of the ontri-butions of the Feynman diagrams whih ontribute to �(n)` ; it involves noapproximations. Here also it is important to note that we do no enter intothe question of the absolute onvergene of these Feynman diagrams fromthe standpoint of onstrutive �eld theory. Yennie, Frautshi and Suura [7℄have already stressed that Feynman diagrammati perturbation theory isnon-rigorous from this standpoint. What we laim is that the relationshipbetween the YFS expansion and the usual perturbative Feynman diagram-mati expansion is itself rigorous even though neither of the two expansionsthemselves is rigorous.Introduing (10) into (5) yields a representation similar to that of YFS,and we will all it a �YFS representation�,M(n) = exp(�sBQCD) 1Xj=0m(n)j ; (11)where we have de�ned�s(Q)BQCD = Z d4k(k2 � �2 + i")SQCD(k) (12)and m(n)j = 1j! Z jYi=1 d4kik2i �j(k1; � � � ; kj): (13)We say that (11) is similar to the respetive result of Yennie, Frautshi andSuura in Ref. [7℄ and is not idential to it beause we have not proved thatthe funtions �i(k1; : : : ; ki) are ompletely free of virtual IR singularities.What have shown is that they do not ontain the IR singularities in theprodut SQCD(k1) � � �SQCD(ki) so that m(n)j does not ontain the virtualIR divergenes generated by this produt when it is integrated over therespetive 4j-dimensional j-virtual gluon phase spae. In an Abelian gaugetheory, there are no other possible virtual IR divergenes; in the non-Abeliangauge theory that we treat here, suh additional IR divergenes are possible;but, the result (11) does have an improved IR divergene struture over (5)



1550 B.F.L. Ward, S. Jadahin that all of the IR singularities assoiated with SQCD(k) are expliitlyremoved from the sum over the virtual IR improved loop ontributions m(n)jto all orders in �s(Q).Turning now to the analogous rearrangement of the real IR singularitiesin the di�erential ross setion assoiated with the M(n), we �rst note thatwe may write this ross setion as follows aording the standard methodsd�̂n = e2�sReBQCDn! Z nYm=1 d3km(k2m + �2)1=2 Æ P1 +Q1 � P2 �Q2 � nXi=1 k0i!���(n)(P1; P2; Q1; Q2; k1; � � � ; kn)d3P2d3Q2P 02Q02 ; (14)where we have de�ned��(n)(P1; P2; Q1; Q2; k1; � � � ; kn) = Xolor;spin 1Xj=0m(n)j 2 (15)in the inoming q�q ms system and we have absorbed the remaining kine-matial fators for the initial state �ux, spin and olor averages into thenormalization of the amplitudes M(n) for reasons of pedagogy so that the��(n) are averaged over initial spins and olors and summed over �nal spinsand olors. We now proeed in omplete analogy with the disussion of �(n)`above.Spei�ally, for the funtions��(n)(p1; p2; q1; q2; k1; � � � ; kn) � ��(n)(k1; � � � ; kn)whih are symmetri funtions of their arguments k1; � � � ; kn, we de�ne �rst,for n = 1, limj~kj!0~k2 ���(1)(k)� ~SQCD(k)��(0)� = 0; (16)where the real infrared funtion ~SQCD(k) is rigorously de�ned by this lastequation and is expliitly omputed in DeLaney et al. [24℄; like its virtualounterpart SQCD(k) it has a freedom in it in that any funtion �~SQCD(k)with the property that limj~kj!0 ~k2�~SQCD(k) = 0 may be added to it withouta�eting the de�ning relation (16).As we show in Ref. [15℄, we an again repeat the analogous argumentsof Ref. [7℄ to get the �YFS-like� result



YFS MC Approah to QCD Soft Gluon Exponentiation 1551d�̂exp = Xn d�̂n= eSUMIR(QCD) 1Xn=0Z nYj=1 d3kjkj Z d4y(2�)4 eiy�(P1+P2�Q1�Q2�P kj)+DQCD���n(k1; : : : ; kn)d3P2P 02 d3Q2Q 02 (17)with SUMIR(QCD) = 2�sReBQCD + 2�s ~BQCD(Kmax) ;2�s ~BQCD(Kmax) = Z d3kko ~SQCD(k)�(Kmax � k) ;DQCD = Z d3kk ~SQCD(k) he�iy�k � �(Kmax � k)i ; (18)12 ��0 = d�(1�loop) � 2�sReBQCDd�B ;12 ��1 = d�B1 � ~SQCD(k)d�B ; : : : ; (19)where the ��n are the QCD hard gluon residuals de�ned above; they are thenon-Abelian analogs of the hard photon residuals de�ned by YFS. Here,for illustration, we have reorded the relationship between the ��n, n = 0; 1through O(�s) and the exat one-loop and single bremsstrahlung ross se-tions, d�(1�loop), d�B1, respetively, where the latter may be taken fromNason et al. [26℄ and Beenakker et al. [27℄ We stress two things about theright-hand side of (17) :� It does not depend on the dummy parameter Kmax whih has beenintrodued for anellation of the infrared divergenes in SUMIR(QCD)to all orders in �s(Q) where Q is the hard sale in the parton satteringproess under study here.� Its analog an also be derived in our new CEEX [14℄ format.We now return to the property of (17) that distinguishes it from theAbelian result derived by YFS � namely, the fat that, owing to its non-Abelian gauge theory origins, it may very well be that there are infrareddivergenes in the ��n whih were not removed into the SQCD; ~SQCD whenthese infrared funtions were isolated in our derivation of (17).



1552 B.F.L. Ward, S. JadahMore preisely, the left-hand side of (17) is the fundamental reduedparton ross setion and it should be infrared �nite or else the entire QCDparton model has to be abandoned.There is an observation in the literature [12℄ that unless we use someollinear mass singularity regulator other than the inoming light quarkrunning masses, the redued parton ross setion on the left-hand side of(17) diverges in the infrared regime at O(�2s(Q)). We do not go into thisissue here but use n-dimensional methods to regulate suh divergenes whilesetting the quark masses to zero as that is an exellent approximation forthe light quarks at FNAL energies � we take this issue up elsewhere.From the infrared �niteness of the left-hand side of (17) and the infrared�niteness of SUMIR(QCD), it follows that the quantityd�̂�exp � exp[SUMIR(QCD)℄d�̂expmust also be infrared �nite to all orders in �s.As we assume the QCD theory makes sense in some neighborhood of theorigin for �s, we onlude that eah order in �s must make an infrared �niteontribution to d�̂�exp. At O(�0s(Q)) , the only ontribution to d�̂�exp is therespetive Born ross setion given by ��(0)0 in (17) and it is obviously infrared�nite, where we use heneforth the notation ��(`)n to denote the O(�s̀(Q)) partof ��n. Thus, we onlude that the lowest hard gluon residual ��(0)0 is infrared�nite.Let us now de�ne the left-over non-Abelian infrared divergene part ofeah ontribution ��(`)n via ��(`)n = ~��(`)n +D ��(`)n ;where the new funtion ~��(`)n is now ompletely free of any infrared diver-genes and the funtion D ��(`)n ontains all left-over infrared divergenes in��(`)n whih are of non-Abelian origin and is normalized to vanish in theAbelian limit fab ! 0 where fab are the group struture onstants.Further, we de�ne D ��(`)n by a minimal subtration of the respetive IRdivergenes in it so that it only ontains the atual pole and transendentalonstants, 1="�CE for " = 2�d=2, where d is the dimension of spae-time,in dimensional regularization or ln�2 in the gluon mass regularization. Here,CE is Euler's onstant.For de�niteness, we write this out expliitly so that there an be noonfusion about what we meanZ dPh D ��(`)n � n+X̀i=1 dn;`i lni(�2) ;



YFS MC Approah to QCD Soft Gluon Exponentiation 1553where the oe�ient funtions dn;`i are independent of � for �! 0 and dPhis the respetive n-gluon Lorentz invariant phase spae.At O(�ns (Q)), the IR �niteness of the ontribution to d�̂�exp then requiresthe ontributiond�̂�(n)exp � Z nX̀=0 1̀! Ỳj=1 Zk0j�Kmax d3kjkj ~SQCD(kj) n�X̀i=0 1i! `+iYj=`+1�Z d3kjkj ��(n�`�i)i (k`+1; : : : ; k`+i)d3P2P 02 d3Q2Q 02 (20)to be �nite.From this it follows thatDd�̂�(n)exp � Z nX̀=0 1̀! Ỳj=1 Zk0j�Kmax d3kjkj ~SQCD(kj) n�X̀i=0 1i! `+iYj=`+1�Z d3kjkj D ��(n�`�i)i (k`+1; : : : ; k`+i)d3P2P 02 d3Q2Q 02 (21)is �nite. Sine the integration region for the �nal partiles is arbitrary, theindependent powers of the IR regulator ln(�2) in this last equation must givevanishing ontributions. This means that we an drop the D ��(`)n from ourresult (17) beause they do not make a net ontribution to the �nal partonross setion �̂exp. We thus �nally arrive at the new rigorous resultd�̂exp = Xn d�̂n= eSUMIR(QCD) 1Xn=0Z nYj=1 d3kjkj Z d4y(2�)4 eiy�(P1+P2�Q1�Q2�P kj)+DQCD�~��n(k1; : : : ; kn)d3P2P 02 d3Q2Q 02 ; (22)where now the hard gluon residuals ~��n(k1; : : : ; kn) de�ned by~��n(k1; : : : ; kn = 1X̀=0 ~��(`)n (k1; : : : ; kn)are free of all infrared divergenes to all orders in �s(Q). This is a basiresult of this paper. We note here that, ontrary to what we laimed in the



1554 B.F.L. Ward, S. JadahAppendix of the �rst paper in Refs. [24℄, the arguments in Refs. [24℄ are notsu�ient to derive the respetive analog of Eq. (22); for, they did not reallyexpose the ompensation between the left over genuine non-Abelian IR vir-tual and real singularities between R dPh��n and R dPh��n+1, respetively,that really distinguishes QCD from QED, where no suh ompensation o-urs in the ��n residuals for QED. Further disussion of the many impliationsof Eq. (22) is given elsewhere [15℄.4. YFS exponentiated QCD orretions to t�t produtionat high energiesWe shall realize the result above as it is applied to the proess in Fig. 1at high energies by the Monte Carlo event generator methods of Ref. [17,18℄.The �rst appliation of these methods to QCD proesses has already beenreported in DeLaney et al. [24℄. Here, we shall apply the general result inthe latter referene to the t�t prodution at the parton level and show howto synthesize that parton level result with the realisti parton distributionsto arrive at an event generator for p�p ! t�t + X. Similar results will holdfor pp inoming states. Sample MC data will be illustrated. We refer tothe respetive MC event generator as ttp1.0. It is in the EEX format but aCEEX version is imminent. It will be available from the authors soon.The starting point in our MC realization of basi result for t�t produtionat the hadron level is its realization for the respetive parton level proesses.In Ref. [24℄ we have shown how to onstrut suh parton level event genera-tors for the proesses suh as q�q ! t�t+n(G) where q is a light quark. Here,we extend these results to the proess G+G! t�t+n(G). This is presentedin detail elsewhere [15℄.Following the proedures in Ref. [24℄, we then use the Monte Carlo al-gorithm presented in Jadah et al. [17, 19℄ to realize the result derived inthe previous setion for both the q�q ! t�t + n(G) and GG ! t�t + n(G)subproesses on an event-by-event basis in whih infrared singularities arenow aneled to all orders in �s.In order to apply these parton level results to the desired hadron levelross setion �(p�p! t�t+X), we use the standard formula�(p�p! t�t+X) = Z Xi;j Fi(xi) �Fj(xj)d�̂0exp;ijdxidxj ; (23)where Fi( �Fj) is the struture funtion of parton i(j) in p(�p) and where�̂0exp;ij is the result derived above for the t�t prodution subproess with theinoming parton-i, parton-j initial state when the DGLAP synthesizationproedure presented in Ref. [28℄ is applied to it to avoid over-ounting re-



YFS MC Approah to QCD Soft Gluon Exponentiation 1555summation e�ets already inluded in the struture funtion DGLAP evolu-tion. In operational terms, the DGLAP synthesized result �̂0exp;ij is obtainedfrom the result �̂exp;ij of the previous setion by substituting the funtions~SnlsQCD; BnlsQCD for ~SQCD; BQCD, respetively, where the former funtions aregiven in Ref. [28℄ and do not ontain big logs already ontained in the stru-ture funtions, for example.The formula in (23) we have realized by MC methods by extending theMC realizations of (22) for the q�q and GG subproesses to the respetiverealizations of d�̂0exp;ij; ij = q�q; GG in the presene of the additional two-dimensional struture funtion distribution in a standard way whih is al-ready illustrated for example in Ref. [29℄. In this way, we arrive at the MCevent generator ttp1.0, whih features YFS-style exponentiated multiple softgluon radiative e�ets in p�p ! t�t+X on an event-by-event basis in whihinfrared singularities are aneled to all orders in �s. We now illustrateits appliation with both semi-analytial results and with some preliminarysample MC data at FNAL energies.As a �rst hek of the approah, we have realized the formula in (22)by semi-analytial methods. This is useful for a number of reasons. Forexample, it allows us to hek the normalization of our work with that ofother resumed alulations in the literature. An important outome is anestimate of the size of the O(�ns ); n � 2 ontribution to �(t�t) at FNAL [5℄.Spei�ally, as we show in Ref. [30℄, our semi-analytial result for theratio of the YFS exponentiated ross setion to the orresponding Bornross setion is given byrnlsexp = exp��s� ��2CF � 12CA� �23 � 12CF��= 8<: 1:086; �s = �s(ps) ,1:103; �s = �s(2mt) ,1:110; �s = �s(mt) . (24)This implies that the predition for the ontribution to �(p�p ! t�t) from(O(�ns ), n � 2) isÆ�(p�p! t�t)exp = Z Xi;j Di(xi) �Dj(xj)��rnlsexp � 1� �s� ��2Cij � 12CA� �23 � 12Cij�� d�̂B(xixjs)dxidxj ;(25)



1556 B.F.L. Ward, S. Jadahwhere Cij = �CF ; ij = q�q; �qq ,CA; ij = GG . (26)From this we get that (O(�ns ); n � 2) ontributes 0.006�0.008 of the NLOross setion, in agreement with Catani et al. in Ref. [9℄.gluon TRANSV. MOMENTUM (TeV)
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Fig. 2. n(G) transverse momentum distribution for in p�p ! t�t + X + n(G). Theresult is a preliminary.We have also generated preliminary MC data using the proto-typial ver-sion of ttp1.0. A detail presentation of suh data will appear elsewhere [15℄.Here, in view of its importane, we show preliminary data for the pT spe-trum from ttp1.0. This is shown in Fig. 2. What we see is that, indeed,the soft n(G) e�ets do modulate signi�antly the pT spetrum on the saleof a few GeV � they must be taken into aount properly to understandobservables derived from them on this level.5. ConlusionsWe onlude that YFS theory, both the EEX and CEEX formulations,extends to QCD. In our work, a full MC event generator realization of thisextension is near. Our early semi-analytial results agree with the literatureon t�t prodution at FNAL energies. Preliminary MC data show that then(G) pT is signi�ant in the latter proess. We are urrently pursuing theattendant rami�ations for LHC and RHIC as well.
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